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Abstract

The internal structure of the continental lithosphere holds the key to its creation and development, and this internal
structure can be determined using appropriate seismic and electromagnetic methods. These two are complementary in that
the seismic parameters usually represent bulk properties of the rock, whereas electrical conductivity is primarily a function
of the connectivity of a minor constituent of the rock matrix, such as the presence of a conducting mineral phase, e.g. carbon
in graphite form, or of a fluid phase, e.g. partial melt or volatiles. In particular, conductivity is especially sensitive to the top
of the asthenosphere, generally considered to be a region of interconnected partial melt. Knowledge of the geometry of the
lithosphererasthenosphere boundary is important as this boundary partially controls the geodynamic processes that create,
modify, and destroy the lithosphere. Accordingly, collocated seismic and electromagnetic experiments result in superior
knowledge than would be obtained from using each on its own. This paper describes the state of knowledge of the
continental upper mantle obtained primarily from the natural-source magnetotelluric technique, and outlines how hypotheses
and models regarding the development of cratonic lithosphere can be tested using deep-probing electromagnetic surveying.
The resolution properties of the method show the difficulties that can be encountered if there is conducting material in the
crust. Examples of data and interpretations from various regions around the globe are discussed to demonstrate the
correlation of electromagnetic and seismic observations of the lithosphere–asthenosphere boundary. Also, the observations
from laboratory measurements on candidate mineralogies representative of the mantle, such as olivine, are presented. q 1999
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge of the internal structure of the litho-
sphere and the geometry of the lithosphere–astheno-
sphere boundary are critically important for develop-
ing our understanding of the dynamics of the Earth.
Models of lithospheric growth proposed by different
authors are based on differing hypotheses, and many

of these hypotheses are unfettered by constraints.
Similarly, geodynamic models of mantle flow gener-
ally assume a simplistic geometry for the litho-
sphere–asthenosphere boundary, whereas topogra-
phy on this boundary has significant implications for
such flow models, as shown in the paper by De Smet

Ž .et al. 1999, this issue . Deductions about the depth-
variation of appropriate physical parameters through-
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out the whole of the lithosphere and into the astheno-
sphere can be used to constrain these hypotheses and
models.

Evolutionary models of lithospheric growth of
Ž .continental roots by Jordan 1988 and Ashwal and

Ž .Burke 1989 appeal to uniformitarianism, and ad-
vance modern-day processes as explanations of tec-
tonic events that occurred since the Earth formed.

Ž .Jordan 1988 suggested that repeated cycles of dif-
ferentiation and collisional thickening lead to a man-

Ž .tle root, whereas Ashwal and Burke 1989 proposed
that cratons are formed by assembling collided island
arcs composed of depleted mantle material. In con-

Ž .trast, Helmstaedt and Schulze 1989 suggested more
buoyant subduction occurred during the Archean, as
a consequence of higher spreading rates, leading to
continental roots being formed by imbrication of

Ž .shallowly subducted slabs. Kusky 1993 modified
this model by incorporating trapped wedges of fertile
mantle within the stack of imbricated slabs. Models
of growth by non-tectonic processes are those of

Ž .Thompson et al. 1996 , who proposed that litho-
sphere thickened slowly by basal accretion of mobile
asthenospheric material, and Polet and Anderson
Ž .1995 , who hypothesized that permanent roots be-
neath old cratons may be quite small, and that cold
downwelling in the asthenosphere induced by them
increases their apparent size and depth. Hoffman
Ž .1990 discussed some of these models, and their
implications, for the root of the Canadian shield part
of the North American craton, concluding that the
existing geological data are not adequate for discrim-
inating between the various models, nor can the data
define new models that can explain the origin of
deep cratonic roots. The apparent Precambrian age of
the root is compatible with the Helmstaedt and

Ž .Schulze 1989 model, but not with either the Jordan
Ž . Ž .1988 or Ashwal and Burke 1989 result, and is

Ž .disputed by Thompson et al. 1996 and Polet and
Ž .Anderson 1995 . All of these models have different

physical characteristics that can be tested with appro-
priate geophysical data, and clearly new data are
required to further our understanding of the roots of
the continents.

Unfortunately, there are but two geophysical tech-
niques that can measure physical parameters of the
lithosphere. Whereas the density and thermal param-
eters are inferred using gravity and geothermics, the

seismic wave parameters and electrical conductivity
can be measured, albeit through spatially-averaging
filters, with appropriate surface-based methods. Since
the early 1990s, there has been an explosion in the
numbers of teleseismic observations, and some lim-
ited attempts using controlled-source seismology, for
lithospheric mantle studies. In contrast, the electro-

Ž .magnetic EM community was studying the sub-
mantle lithosphere in the 1970s and early-1980s, but
since the mid-1980s the focus has been more on the
crust. This emphasis was due, in the main, to im-
proved instrumentation and time series processing
methods for higher frequency data concurrent with
global research thrusts and the program directions of
the major funding agencies.

Recent development of stable and highly-sensitive
Ž .30 pT and lower noise levels magnetometers for
long period measurements, coupled with a renewal
of scientific interest in the sub-crustal lithosphere,
have resulted in a number of high-quality deep-prob-
ing EM experiments being carried out in the last few
years. The results of most of these though have yet
to be published.

This paper will briefly review the principles of
EM appropriate for imaging the Earth, and describes

Ž .the natural-source magnetotelluric MT method.
Some results for the lithosphere and asthenosphere

Ž .are discussed under the categories of i continental
Ž .lithospheric mantle resistivity, ii electrical astheno-

Ž . Ž .sphere, iii deep mantle observations, and iv man-
tle electrical anisotropy. Laboratory conductivity
studies on mantle rocks are presented, together with
some discussion of the correlation of electrical and
seismic asthenospheres. Conclusions discuss the var-
ious hypotheses for lithospheric growth and possible
tests using appropriate EM data.

2. Principles of electromagnetism

2.1. Electromagnetic propagation

Ž .The propagation of an electromagnetic EM wave
through a uniform homogeneous medium is gov-
erned by the propagation constant, k, given by

k 2 svm isyveŽ .
where v is the radial frequency of oscillation, m is
the magnetic permeability, s is the electrical con-
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ductivity and e is the electric permittivity. Accord-
ingly, the physical parameters being sensed in any
electromagnetic experiment are electrical conductiv-

Žity and electric permittivity analogous to magnetic
.susceptibility within a volume of physical dimen-

sion given by an inductive scale length at frequency
v.

For most Earth materials, at frequencies less than
a few tens of thousands of Hertz, the contribution
from the second term in the equation, v 2me , which
describes the displacement currents deduced by
James Clerk Maxwell in the 1860s, can be ignored as
it is many orders of magnitude smaller than the first
term, vms , which describes the flow of conduction
currents. Once displacement currents are ignored
from the wave equations, the equations reduce to
familiar diffusion equations met in other branches of

Ž .geophysics e.g., gravity, heat flow , with the impor-
tant difference that they are vector diffusion equa-
tions, not scalar ones. General solutions to the vector
diffusion equations are given by linear combinations
of elementary solutions describing exponential decay
within the medium.

In a uniform medium, a measure of the inductive
scale length is given by the skin depth, d , which is
the distance by which the amplitude is 1re’th of its
initial value, given by

2
w xds m(

vms

which reduces to

' w xds0.503 rT km

Ž .where r is the electrical resistivity in V m , given
Ž .by 1rs , and T is the period of oscillation in s ,

given by 2prv. Accordingly, with electromagnetic
methods penetration to all depths is assured from the
skin depth phenomenon — one merely needs to

Žmeasure at lower and lower frequency longer and
.longer period to probe deeper and deeper into the

Earth.

2.2. Conduction types

There are two dominant types of conduction cur-
rents in the crust and upper mantle: electronic con-
duction and ionic conduction.

ŽElectronic conduction electrons or polarons as
.charge carriers is the dominant conduction mecha-

nism in most solid materials, and is a thermally-
activated process governed by the appropriate activa-
tion energy for the material, Boltzmann’s constant,
and the absolute temperature.

Ž .Ionic conduction ions as charge carriers is the
dominant conduction mechanism in fluids, but is also

Žimportant for olivine at high temperatures 1100–
.12008C .

2.3. Mental manipulation

The controlling physical parameter in most EM
surveys is the electrical conductivity of the medium,
s . Its inverse, electrical resistivity r, is more often
discussed in the literature, mainly because the values
of conductivity are small fractions, and thus less easy
to work with. However, the physical laws are gov-
erned by the connectivity of a conducting component
within the medium, and so literature from laboratory
measurements on rocks is usually in conductivity.
Also many of the forward and inverse algorithms are
based on the variation of conductivity with depth and
lateral distance. This duality is akin to slowness and
velocity in seismic studies.

An additional complication for the recreational
peruser of EM literature is that data are presented in
terms of variation with frequency or period, and
sometimes both in the same publication, depending
on the periodicity of the exciting external wave field
and the problem being investigated. Generally, if the
depth of interest is in the near surface, then the data
will be presented in terms of decreasing frequency,
from kiloHertz to Hertz, whereas for deeper studies
they will be presented in terms of period, from
seconds to thousands of seconds. In this publication
period is used exclusively.

2.4. Electrical resistiÕity

The electrical resistivity of Earth materials varies
by more orders of magnitude than any other physical
parameter with the exception of viscosity, from one

Ž 6 .million ohm-metres 10 V m for a competent
unfractured batholith to one millionth of an ohm-

Ž y6 .metre 10 V m for the most conducting sulphides
and graphite. Sea water has a resistivity of 0.3 V m,
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and highly saline brines can be as low as 0.005 V m
Ž .Nesbitt, 1993 . Typical ranges of values for certain

Žrock types and for some conducting phases saline
.fluid or graphite film are given in Fig. 1. The bulk

electrical resistivity observed from the surface varies
over a far smaller range, typically from 1 V m to
104

V m, due to the limited resolving power of the
diffusive technique. However, even this reduced
range of four orders of magnitude makes EM far
more sensitive to the presence of anomalies than
most other geophysical techniques.

The bulk conductivity of a medium is governed
by the amount and interconnectivity of the conduct-
ing phase, which is usually a very minor constituent
of the rock matrix. Archie’s Law is often appropriate
as a first-order model for the total conductivity of a
medium

s ss h n
m f

where s and s are the conductivities of the bulkm f
Ž .medium and the fluid conducting phase, respec-

tively, h is the porosity, and the exponent n has a
value between 1 and 2. The host rock conductivity,
s , is assumed to be sufficiently low to have littler

effect. Other estimates for the conductivity of a

two-phase mixture are given by serial and parallel
Ž .network analogues Madden, 1976, 1983; Bahr, 1997

Ž .and by the Hashin and Shtrikman 1963 bounds.
These latter bounds find application in many branches
of geophysics, including effective transport proper-
ties of two-phase mixtures and the pressure depen-
dence of elastic constants, and the Hashin–Shtrik-
man upper bound is identical to the one of Maxwell
Ž .1892 for widely-dispersed spheres embedded in a
fluid.

3. The method — magnetotelluric sounding

Ž .Hjelt and Korja 1993 compare and contrast the
various electromagnetic methods used for imaging
the Earth’s crust and upper mantle, stressing the
‘‘zooming’’ ability of EM from lithospheric scale

Ž .structures hundreds of kilometres to small, near-
Ž .surface local scale structures metres length scale .

Ž .The natural source magnetotelluric MT method is
the most appropriate electromagnetic technique for
probing into the deep lithosphere of the continents.
Controlled-source EM surveys require a very large

Fig. 1. Resistivity ranges for Earth materials.
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source to penetrate to depths greater than the middle
crust, and has only been done on relatively few
occasions. Most of these surveys used power lines,
such as the 1200-km-long Cabora Bassa powerline in

Žsouthern Africa before it came into service Blohm
.et al., 1977 , the Sierra Nevada DC power line

Ž .Lienert, 1979 , and the 180-km-long line between
Ž .Finland and Sweden Kaikkonen et al., 1996 . Con-

Ž .stable et al. 1984 used a 200-km-long telephone
line. A unique deep-probing controlled source was
provided by the huge Kibliny magneto-hydrody-
namic generator on the Kola peninsula used by the
Russians for underwater communication to sub-

Žmarines around the globe Velikhov et al., 1986,
.1987; Heikka et al., 1984 . Problems with logistics

and the necessity of dealing with source geometry
hamper such work for imaging deep into the mantle.

In contrast, the MT method uses the time-varying
Earth’s magnetic field as its source, and depth pene-
tration is assured. The variations are caused by the
interaction of the solar plasma with the Earth’s mag-
netosphere. By Faraday’s Law of Induction, this
varying magnetic field induces an electric current,

Žand the current generates an electric called ‘‘tel-
.luric’’ field in the Earth, and the strength of the

telluric field is dependent on the conductivity of the
medium. Hence, by observing the magnetic and elec-
tric fields simultaneously, and determining their ra-

Žtios at varying frequencies equivalent to depths by
.the skin depth phenomenon , one can derive the

conductivity variation with both depth and distance.
It can be shown that for a one-dimensional Earth, if
one has perfect data at all frequencies there exists

Žonly one model that will fit the data Bailey, 1970;
.Weidelt, 1972 . This uniqueness theorem separates

MT from other potential field methods with non-
uniqueness as an inherent property. Whereas it is, of
course, never possible to obtain perfect data, the
existence of this uniqueness theorem propels MT
people to make more and more accurate and precise
estimates of the Earth responses.

On the surface of the Earth, one measures the
time variations of the three components of the mag-
netic field, and the two horizontal components of the
Earth’s electric field. An example of their variation
over a 24-h period is shown in Fig. 2 from a site in

Žnorthern Canada within the Yellowknife seismic
. Ž .array for 12th January, 1997 UT . Local magnetic

Žmidnight based on geomagnetic coordinates, rather
.than geographic ones at Yellowknife is at approxi-

Ž .Fig. 2. Typical magnetotelluric time series. Shown are the time variations of one day of data 12 January 1997, Universal Time recorded at
an MT site at Yellowknife, northern Canada. The scale bar of the three magnetic components represents 300 nT, and the scale bar for the
two horizontal electric components represents 400 mVrkm.
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Ž .mately 09:00 UT 01:00 local time , when there is a
strong negative excursion of Hx. Two hours later is
a substorm event rich in long period activity, fol-
lowed by high signal activity at shorter periods.

From the ratios of any two field components in
the frequency domain, one can define a complex

Ž .impedance, Z v , at radial frequency v between,x y
Ž .e.g., the northward-directed electric field E v andx

the perpendicular eastward-directed magnetic field
Ž .component H v , fromy

E vŽ .x
Z v s ,Ž .x y H vŽ .y

and the S.I. units of Z are ohms. The ratios of the
powers of the fields can be scaled as an apparent
resistiÕity, akin to DC resistivity exploration,

2
1 E vŽ .x

r v s ,Ž .a , x y
vm H vŽ .y

and the phase lead of the electric field over the
magnetic field is given by

f v s tany1 E v rH v .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .x y x y

Over a half-space, the apparent resistivity gives
the true resistivity of the half space at all frequen-
cies, and the phase is 458. For a multi-layered Earth,
the two parameters vary with frequency, and their
variation with frequency can be inverted to reveal
the structure. Examples of the apparent resistivity
and phase curves for some layered Earth models are
given below.

4. Continental lithospheric mantle resistivity

We know, from ocean-bottom controlled-source
EM experiments, that the uppermost oceanic mantle

5 Žis highly resistive, of the order of 10 V m Cox et
.al., 1986 . This value is consistent with laboratory

measurements on dry olivine and peridote. However,
estimates of the resistivity of the continental litho-
spheric mantle are far lower, typically from 80–200
V m. A problem with determining this resistivity
correctly is that the resistive lithospheric mantle is
usually sandwiched between two conducting layers,
the lower crust and the electrical asthenosphere, and

thus we can only obtain a minimum bound on its
value as in 1D the MT method is generally insensi-
tive to the actual resistivity of resistive layers.

Generating the forward response of an Earth
model, comprising a reference model with a conduct-

Žing lower crust and an asthenospheric region see
.below for description , and adding a small amount of

Žrandom scatter and noise 2% to apparent resistivi-
.ties and 0.588 to phase , we can invert the model

data to examine the resolution capabilities in such
situations. Fig. 3 shows the data, the theoretical
model, and the smoothest model and a seven-layer
model that fit the data to a normalized root-mean-

Ž .square RMS misfit of one, i.e., these models nei-
ther underfit nor overfit the data and their errors, but
fit to within exactly one standard error on average.
Clearly, the true resistivity of the uppermost litho-
spheric mantle is not well resolved, as shown by the
gross underestimate of the smooth model just below
the base of the crust and by the very large value for
the seven-layer model. This lack of resolution is
confirmed by singular value decomposition sensitiv-

Ž .ity analysis e.g., Jones, 1982 of the seven-layer
model which demonstrates that of the 13 parameters
Žmodel parameters are the seven layer resistivities
and six thicknesses; eigen parameters are combina-

.tions of these , nine are well resolved. The weakly-
resolved parameters are the resistivity-thickness of

Ž .the fourth layer asthenosphere , the resistivity of the
Ž .first layer upper crust , and a mixture of model

parameters of the third and fifth layers. The worst-re-
solved parameter is the resistivity of the third layer
Žthe uppermost lithospheric mantle above the as-

.thenosphere , with an error of over an order of
magnitude. Thus, there is no resolution in even such
high quality data to the actual resistivity of the
uppermost mantle — we can only set a minimum
bound on it. Its thickness, however, is one of the

Žmost well-resolved of the model parameters third-
.best resolved, error of 0.5% , as it separates the two

conducting zones and the amount of separation
greatly affects the response. This means that al-
though we cannot usually know the actual resistivity
of the continental lithospheric mantle, we can know
its thickness well, so can estimate the depth to any
electrical asthenosphere.

Whereas the existence of a conducting lower crust
used to be thought of as anomalous, quite to the
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Ž .Fig. 3. Synthetic data with 2% scatter and error generated from a theoretical reference model containing a lower crustal conductor and an
Ž .asthenospheric zone heavy line . The two other models, one a smooth inversion and the other a 7-layer inversion, fit the synthetic data to an

RMS of 1.0.

contrary a resistiÕe lower crust is very rare. Haak
Ž .and Hutton 1986 define a lower crust with a resis-

tivity in the range of 100–300 V m as normal.
Precambrian regions have a typical lower crustal

Ž .conductance conductivity= thickness of around 20
S, whereas Phanerozoic regions have a conductance
more than an order of magnitude higher, 400 S
Ž .Jones, 1992 . Accordingly, given the almost ubiqui-
tous existence of conducting zones within the crust,
defining the actual resistivity of the mantle beneath
the continents is a difficult task that still needs
attention.

5. Electrical asthenosphere

From the earliest MT measurements made on the
continents, it was recognised that there had to be a

Ž .region of high conductivity low resistivity at some

depth in the continental upper mantle to explain the
long period descending branch of the apparent resis-
tivity curves. Comparison of the depth to this con-
ducting zone with the depth to the seismic low
velocity zone associated with the asthenosphere
showed generally good agreement as early as 1963
´Ž .Adam, 1963; Fournier et al., 1963 , and studies´

since have continued to corroborate the correlation
Ž .see below . Accordingly, this conducting zone has
been termed the electrical asthenosphere.

In 1983 an International Union of Geodesy and
Geophysics Inter-Association Working Group was
established by the International Associations of Seis-

Ž .mology and Physics of the Earth’s Interior IASPEI
Ž .and Geomagnetism and Aeronomy IAGA on Elec-

tromagnetic Lithosphere–Asthenosphere Soundings
Ž .ELAS to work with the ELAS group which had

Ž .been active in IAGA since 1978. Gough 1987 gave
an interim report of the activities of the group. A
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number of investigations in many countries have
been carried out under the auspices of ELAS, with
one of the most well-known being the EMSLAB
Želectromagnetic study of the lithosphere, astheno-

.sphere and beyond study of the Juan de Fuca sub-
Ž .duction zone Booker and Chave, 1989 .

´ Ž .Based on empirical evidence, Adam 1976 pro-´
posed that the depth to the conducting ELAS layer
beneath the continents can be predicted from the
formula

hs155qy1 .46

where h is the depth in km, and q is the heat flow in
heat flow units. This formula is inappropriate for

Žsome regions such as the Slave craton in northwest-
ern Canada with a measured heat flow of ;1.2
HFU at Yellowknife, but no conducting layer at

.;120 km , but appears to be reasonably valid for
others.

Using ocean-bottom instrumentation, MT mea-
surements in the North Pacific revealed the existence
of an electrical asthenospheric layer by the early

Ž .1970s reviewed by Filloux, 1973 . Measurements
have now been made in most of the world’s oceans,
and this general result has been confirmed. Data
from locations of varying lithospheric age in the
North Pacific demonstrate that the top to the as-
thenospheric conductor deepens as the age of the

Žlithosphere increases Oldenburg et al., 1984; Tarits,
.1986 . With a mean conductance value of 5000 S,

and a thickness of 100 km taken from seismic infor-
Ž .mation, Vanyan 1984 used these North Pacific data

to suggest that the typical resistivity of the oceanic
asthenosphere is about 20 V m.

Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the MT responses
expected above a mantle with and without an as-
thenospheric zone. The two resistivity-depth models

Žare also shown in the figure on a logarithmic-depth
.scale . The reference profile has a resistive crust and

Ž .Fig. 4. The responses of the reference model heavy lines compared to those from the same model with additionally an asthenospheric zone.
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mantle without any conducting zones. It was ob-
tained by inverting the East European Platform re-

Ž .sponse of Vanyan et al. 1977 , assuming 10% scat-
ter and error on the theoretical data, using the Occam

Ž .smooth inversion of Constable et al. 1987 . The
model with the asthenospheric layer is the same as
the reference profile, but with a 50-km-thick zone of

Ž .10 V m resistivity total conductance of 5000 S
from 175–225 km depth extent. The difference in
total conductance between the reference model and
the asthenospheric model is 4200 S. Clearly the
difference between these two models would be ap-
parent in all but the poorest MT data. Sensitivity to
the existence of the asthenospheric layer is in the
period range 1000–30,000 s for the apparent resistiv-
ity data, with the maximum difference at around

Ž5000 s where the asthenospheric model phase crosses
.the reference model phase , with 150 V m for the

reference model compared to 32 V m for the as-
thenospheric model.

Commonly, however, there exist conducting zones
within the crust which can have the effect of shield-
ing this asthenospheric response. Fig. 5 shows the
response for a reference model containing a lower

Ž .crustal conductor LCC of 10 V m from 20–40 km
depth, for a total of 2000 S conductance, compared
to a model including an asthenosphere. The effect of
the asthenospheric zone is now more difficult to
detect and is at longer periods. At 10,000 s, the
difference between the two apparent resistivity data
is a factor of three, with 61 V m without an astheno-
sphere compared to 21 V m with one, which is over
half-an-order of magnitude and should be easily
resolvable in high quality data. However, the diffi-
culty resolving the asthenospheric zone occurs be-
cause the conductance within the zone can be smeared
out over a greater depth range. Synthetic data, with
10% error and scatter in apparent resistivity and

Ž .equivalent in phase 2.98 , generated from the model
containing both a conducting lower crust and as-

Ž .Fig. 5. The responses of the reference model with a lower crustal conductor heavy lines compared to those from the same model with
additionally an asthenospheric zone.
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thenosphere, when inverted using Occam to find the
smoothest model fitting the data to a normalized
RMS of 1, yields a model without a readily identifi-
able low resistivity zone representing the astheno-

Ž .sphere Fig. 6 .
This screening problem becomes exacerbated if

other conducting zones exist within the lithosphere,
such as a surficial sedimentary basin or mid-crustal
fault zones. As a general rule-of-thumb, we cannot
usually sense the existence of an anomalous region if
its conductance is less than the total conductance
from the surface down to that depth.

There appears to be a correlation in the literature
between the existence and conductance of electrical
asthenospheric zone, and the existence and conduc-
tance of a lower crustal conductor. This may be an
artifact of the screening effect of the LCC discussed
above, and there may not be a tectonic or geody-

namic reason for such a correlation. However, in
some situations there may be a causative relation-
ship, such as a thin lithosphere with a correspond-
ingly shallow asthenosphere leading to a partially-
molten, wet lower crust, such as the southern Cana-

Ž .dian Cordillera Jones and Gough, 1995 .
Selected observations of the electrical astheno-

sphere are summarized in Table 1, and Praus et al.
Ž .1990 gives a comprehensive table of observations
in central Europe to 1990. Estimates of the resistivity
of the electrical asthenosphere are usually around
5–20 V m. Commonly, this ELAS layer is inter-
preted as a region of partial melt, given its correla-
tion with the seismically-defined asthenosphere. For
a host resistivity of 1000 V m, and a melt resistivity
of 0.1 V m, a melt fraction of 1–3% is sufficient to
explain this resistivity for most pore geometries.
Partial melt should be gravitationally stable below

Ž .Fig. 6. Synthetic data with 10% scatter and error generated from the reference model with a lower crustal conductor and an asthenospheric
Ž .zone heavy lines . The smooth model fits the synthetic data to an RMS of 1.0. The response of the two models are the same to within data

error.
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Table 1
Global observations of the electrical asthenosphere

Ž . Ž .Region Depth km Resistivity V m Reference and Comments

Eastern USSR
Ž .Kamchatka peninsula 80–)100 10–20 Moroz, 1985, 1988 Doming of asth. below centre of peninsula corr.
with crustal cond. layer and heat flow maximum
Ž .Sakhalin island 70–)120q 5–10 Kosygin et al., 1981 Doming of asth. below island corr. with

Ž .crustal cond. layer. Vanyan et al., 1983 No asth. below continent.
Ž .Sakhalin has low heat flow 1 HFU

Ž .Turanian Shield 80–120 Kharin, 1982 reported in Roberts, 1983
Ž .Siberian Shield 100 Safonov et al., 1976; Pavlenkova and Yegorkin, 1983 Corr.
with zone of lesser heterogeneity
Ž .Nizhnyaya Tunguska river 50–)100 Safonov et al., 1976 dipping from West–East
Ž .Baikal 15–)25 20 Berdichevsky et al., 1980

Eastern Europe

´Ž .Pannonian Basin 50–)80 Adam et al., 1983 corr. with LVL at 57–)75 km´

Central Europe
Ž .Rhenish Shield 100–)150 10 Bahr, 1985 seismics gives 100 km

Northern Europe
ŽNorthern Sweden 157–190 2.5–8 Jones, 1980, 1982, 1984; Calcagnile, 1982, 1991; Jones et al., 1983;

.Calcagnile and Panza, 1987 , corr. with sesimic asth.
Ž .Kola peninsula 105 80 Vladimirov, 1976 data could not resolve actual resistivity of

Ž .the layer Krasnobayeva et al., 1981
Ž .West Spitzbergen 115 1 Oelsner 1965

Karelian megablock

West Africa
Ž .Senegal 300–)500 10 Ritz, 1984 shallower under Phanerozoic than under Precambrian

Australia
Ž .Central Australia 200 10 Lilley et al., 1981 band-limited data of very poor quality
Ž .Eastern Australia 60–150 1 Spence and Finlayson, 1983

Ž .90 20 Whiteley and Pollard 1971 asth. not resovable with these data
Ž .70–150 2–60 Moore et al. 1977 asth. barely resolvable with these data

Ž .200 km Agee and Walker, 1993 . Lizarralde et al.
Ž .1995 offer an alternative hypothesis for the ELAS
layer when it is shallower than 200 km, and that is
the presence of water, which enhances conductivity

q Ž .by H ionic conduction Karato, 1990 , dissolved in
a depleted, anisotropic, olivine mantle. Free water
should not exist in the mantle except at unique
tectonic environments, such as in the mantle wedge

Ž .above a subduction zone Kohlstedt et al., 1996 .
Why should the electrical asthenosphere layer be

bounded? The MT observations suggest that the
electrical asthenosphere layer is of finite thickness
extent. Once partial melt starts, why should it cease
at greater depths? Perhaps the answer lies in the

shape of the solidus for the mantle mineral and the
geometry of the geotherm.

Figs. 7 and 8 show the solidus for a peridotite that
Žis ‘‘wet’’, 0.3 wt.% H O and 0.7 wt.% CO Fig. 7a2 2

.and Fig. 8a compared to ‘‘dry’’, -0.004 wt.%
Ž . ŽH O Fig. 7b and Fig. 8b Olafsson and Eggler,2
.1983 . On Fig. 7a,b are also shown the continental

Ž .geotherm of Sclater et al. 1980 and on Fig. 8a,b
Ž .that of Tozer 1972, 1979 . Note that neither

geotherm will explain the existence of an electrical
asthenosphere layer for a dry peridotite, but both
cross the solidus for a wet peridotite. However,
Sclater’s geotherm suggests that the electrical as-
thenosphere layer should be of infinite extent,
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Ž . ŽFig. 7. Peridotite solidus for a ‘‘wet’’ 0.3 wt.% H O, 0.7 wt.%2
. Ž . Ž . ŽCO and b ‘‘dry’’ -0.004 wt.% H O conditions from2 2

.Olafsson and Eggler, 1983 compared to the geotherm of Sclater
Ž .et al. 1980 . Note that the geotherm crosses the wet solidus at

approx. 35 kbar and does not recross it.

whereas Tozer’s geotherm recrosses the solidus to
give a layer of limited extent.

6. Deep mantle observations

Imaging the deep mantle conductivity with rea-
sonable resolution is in its infancy compared to
seismological studies. Although there is now com-
pelling seismological evidence for a sharp boundary

Ž .at the 410 km discontinuity Vidale et al., 1995 , the
evidence from EM studies has been equivocal. In-

Ž .deed, as pointed out by Campbell 1987 , models
derived from global or large-scale regional EM stud-
ies prior to about 1969 usually included an increase
in conductivity at 400 km depth, whereas later stud-
ies generally did not.

Two problems make resolving the mantle resistiv-
ity at depths of some hundreds of kilometres diffi-
cult. The first is the screening effect of the astheno-
sphere layer, and the second is due to the natural
magnetic field spectrum. Electromagnetic waves are
attenuated more strongly in conducting layers than
resistive ones, and so one must go to longer and
longer periods in order to penetrate through a con-
ducting region. This is not a problem in the crust or

uppermost mantle, as the external natural source
magnetic fields increase in power with increasing
period. However, at periods beyond those that sense
the asthenosphere, or around 10,000 s, the power
spectrum shows a rapid decrease, with spectral lines

Žat the harmonics of the daily variation 24 h, 12 h, 8
.h, 6 h and 4 h are useful . In addition, for a uniform

Earth and for the same driving magnetic field power,
the electric field decreases in strength with increas-
ing period. This decrease is exacerbated as electrical
conductivity decreases with period, i.e., increasing
depth, in the Earth.

There have been a number of attempts to obtain
the Earth’s deep conductivity. Most of these using

Ž .either i spherical harmonic analysis of the global
Ž . Ž .observatory observations e.g., Banks, 1969 , ii the

Žgeomagnetically quiet day source field structure Sq,
. Ž .e.g., Schmucker, 1985; Olsen, 1998 or iii long

Želectric dipoles at geomagnetic observatories e.g.,
.Egbert and Booker, 1992, using Tucson observatory .

The response functions from these studies are gener-
ally quite poor in that their errors are typically

Ž .greater than 10%. Also, the one-dimensional 1D
Ž .assumption inherent in the application of methods i

Ž .and ii , and usually adopted in the interpretation of
Ž .method iii , is hardly ever shown to be valid.

Ž . ŽFig. 8. Peridotite solidus for a ‘‘wet’’ 0.3 wt.% H O, 0.7 wt.%2
. Ž . Ž . ŽCO and b ‘‘dry’’ -0.004 wt.% H O conditions from2 2

.Olafsson and Eggler, 1983 compared to the continental geotherm
Ž .of Tozer 1972, 1979 . Note that the geotherm crosses the wet

solidus at about 30 kbar and then recrosses it at about 40 kbar.
The dry solidus is not crossed by the geotherm.
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A novel experiment undertaken by Schultz et al.
Ž .1993 in a lake in central Ontario, Canada, obtained
high quality long period response function estimates

Ž .by using long electrode lines 1 km with the elec-
trodes in a chemically- and thermally-stable environ-

Ž .ment bottom of the lake . Recordings of the time-
varying five-component electromagnetic field were
made for over 2 years at the Carty Lake site, and at a
second site some 30 km distant the three-component
magnetic fields were recorded to use as a ‘‘remote
reference’’, familiar in economic theory since the

Ž .early 1940s Reiersol, 1950 , to remove bias in
Žresponse function estimation see, e.g., Gamble et

.al., 1979 . The site was chosen because of its loca-
Žtion in the centre of a large Archean craton Superior

.province and from the observed crustal regional
Ž .electrical homogeneity Kurtz et al., 1993 . The data

from the lake site fill the gap between conventional
Ž .land-based MT responses to 2 h and the long

Ž .period observatory responses from 6 days . This
range was demonstrated to be critical for resolving a

Žpeak in conductivity centred at around 450 km Fig.
.9 with a resolving kernel of about 100 km width.

Without these lake bottom responses, the peak at 450

km disappears and there is no resolution of the
decrease in conductivity below that depth. Using a

Ž .genetic algorithm approach, Schultz et al. 1993
searched the model space of an overparametrized
Earth, and were unable to find acceptable models
that excluded an abrupt increase in conductivity near
230, 425 and 660 km, and at these depths conductiv-

Žity must rise above 0.02 Srm below 50 V m
. Ž . Žresistivity , 0.06 Srm 16.7 V m and 0.3 Srm 3.3

.V m , respectively.
For western North America, Egbert and Booker

Ž .1992 find that a step increase in conductivity at
around 400 km is consistent with, but not required

Ž .by, the estimated responses Fig. 9; dashed line . A
resolvable peak in conductivity at around the 410 km
seismic discontinuity is not found in mantle conduc-

Žtivity models from western Europe e.g., Bahr et al.,
.1997; Olsen, 1998 although the non-1D aspects of

the data suggest that a 1D interpretation may be
invalid. Note that the two models for North America,
one for the Superior craton and the other for western
North America, suggest that the two regions have
different physical properties to about 600 km depth.
This implies that the craton does indeed have a deep

Ž . Ž .Fig. 9. Smooth inversion of the data from the Superior craton solid line and from western North America dashed line . Note the peak in
Žconductivity at around 450 km for the Superior craton, and the rise in conductivity at 400 km for the western North American model from

.Schultz et al., 1993 and Egbert and Booker, 1992, respectively .
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root that may extend beyond the 410 km discontinu-
ity.

Recent laboratory experiments present evidence
for a step increase in two orders of magnitude in
electrical conductivity at the 410 km discontinuity as
a consequence of the phase change of olivine to

Ž . Žhigher pressure mineralogy wadsleyite Xu et al.,
.1998 . A large step increase cannot be resolved using

surface data if one obtains a conductivity model with
Žleast structure, such as Occam Constable et al.,

. Ž1987 , even for highly precise data 1% error as
.shown in Fig. 10b, dotted line . However, with a

priori knowledge of the likelihood of a step increase,
one can re-perform the inversion without a smooth-

Fig. 10. Smooth models derived from synthetic data generated
from a model with a step transition at 410 km from 0.00333 Srm
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .300 V.m to 0.333 Srm 3 V m thin line for a 10% error in

Ž .impedance, and b 1% error in impedance. Dotted lines are for
models without any discontinuity, whereas the dashed lines are for
models with an unpenalised discontinuity at 410 km.

ness penalty at that boundary. The resulting models,
Ž . Ž .for 10% Fig. 10a and 1% Fig. 10b error data, are

consistent with the responses and include the step
discontinuity. Note that the models from the re-
sponses with higher error are more oscillatory due to
a Gibbs-like phenomenon, whereas the step-model

Ž .for 1% error is almost exact dashed line, Fig. 10b .
With knowledge of this sharp increase in conduc-

tivity due to olivine phase change, new high quality
data need to be acquired in appropriate regions to
test whether the mantle can be effectively described
by an olivine mineralogy, or whether the role of
volatiles must be invoked. One observation that re-
quires explanation is the observation by Schultz et al.
Ž .1993 that mantle conductivity decreases below
about 450 km, whereas a phase change from wads-
leyite to ringwoodite at 510 km should result in a

Ž .minor increase in conductivity Xu et al., 1998 .

7. Mantle electrical anisotropy

Whereas there has been an explosive growth in
the number of observations of seismic SKS shear
wave splitting, interpreted as indicative of seismic
anisotropy in the lithospheric mantle, there have
been very few comparable interpretations of electri-
cal anisotropy. In the main, this has been because the
MT community has focused more on using the
method to solve crustal-scale problems over the last
decade. However, there can also be an ambiguity in
the interpretation of MT data in terms of whether the
difference between the two modes of propagation is
due to 2D structure, or whether it must be attributed
to 2D anisotropy on a scale smaller than the resolv-
ing power of the technique. For example, the two
models in Fig. 11 — model A with a lower crustal
fault juxtaposing two regions of very different resis-
tivity and model B with a host of 2000 V m
cross-cut by conducting dykes of 5 V m — give the

Žsame MT response at the observation site Cull,
.1985 . The difference between them is in the vertical

magnetic field response. Model A will have a large
H response due to the fault, whereas model B willz

have virtually no measurable H .z

So far there has only been one convincing exam-
ple of a very strong difference in MT response in the
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Fig. 11. Two models of the lower crust which fit MT observations in Australia. Model A is of a faulted contact in the lower crust, whereas
Ž . Ž . Ž .model B is of numerous repetitive resistive dykes 2000 V m cutting a conducting 5 V m lower crust redrawn from Cull, 1985 .

two orthogonal directions without any vertical field
response observed, and that is the work of Mareschal

Ž .et al. 1995 in the Superior Province of Canada.
ŽSubsequent SKS work in one region across the

. Ž .Grenville Front by Senechal et al. 1996 showed
that the fast seismic direction is almost parallel to the
high conductivity direction, but there is a small but
statistically-meaningful obliquity between them. This

Ž .obliquity has been interpreted by Ji et al. 1996 as
an indicator of the movement sense on ductile man-
tle shear zones. Support for this hypothesis comes
from a recent MT survey across the Great Slave

Ž .Lake Shear Zone GSLsz which yielded anisotropic
Ždata at periods sampling upper mantle depths 50

.km with the direction of maximum conductivity at
N35E, which is oblique to the strike of the GSLsz of

Ž .N45E Jones et al., 1997 . The corresponding SKS
measurements have yet to be undertaken.

8. Laboratory conductivity studies on mantle
rocks

An informative example of the role of a minor
conducting phase is the two-phase mixture H O2

ice–KCl aqueous solution as an analogue for par-
Žtially molten Earth materials Watanabe and Kurita,

.1993 . This system has well-defined phase diagrams
and equilibrium structures. When the KCl concentra-

Žtion is lower than the eutectic concentration 19.7
.wt.% at atmospheric pressure , H O ice and KCl2

aqueous solution coexist at a temperature between

the liquidus and the solidus. It also represents a
strong contrast in resistivity between solid and melt
phases. The variation in conductivity with tempera-
ture for 0.2 wt.%, 0.4 wt.% and 0.6 wt.% KCl is
shown in Fig. 12. A dramatic increase in conductiv-
ity at the solidus is followed by an increase that can

Žbe described by Archie’s Law power exponent of
.1.34 to 1.74 to the liquidus. This shows that even at

very low melt fractions, much less than 1% melt, the
KCl solution is well interconnected, approaching a
connectivity of unity. The conduction process goes

Ž .from A inefficient electronic conduction through
Ž .the solid ice to B efficient ionic conduction in the

Ž .melt phase at the solidus, to C more efficient ionic
conduction as the melt fraction rises dramatically at

Ž . Ž .the liquidus Fig. 13 , to D completely efficient
ionic conduction in the totally liquid phase. Compar-
isons of the effect of partial melting on physical
parameters for this system demonstrate that a melt
fraction less than 5% causes electrical conductivity

Ž .to increase by 1.5–3 orders of magnitude Fig. 12 ,
whereas the seismic velocity decreases by only a few

Ž .percent Watanabe and Kurita, 1994 .
Laboratory studies on candidate samples of the

continental upper mantle have been undertaken for
over two decades. Most of the work has concentrated
on single crystals of olivine, although some studies
have been undertaken on polycrystalline compacts.
Reports from different laboratories on various sam-
ples were initially very disparate until the role of

Ž .oxygen fugacity was understood Duba, 1976 , but
Žrecent work shows much better agreement Fig. 14,

.from Constable et al., 1992 . A parametric model
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ŽFig. 12. Conductivity variation with temperature of the two-phase mixture H O ice–KCl with differing weight percent KCl redrawn from2
.Watanabe and Kurita, 1993 . There are four conduction regions. Region A is where there is inefficient electron conduction through the solid

ice. Region B and C describe efficient ionic conduction in the melt phase. Region D is completely saturated ionic conduction in the totally
liquid phase.

description of the studies is, to a reasonable approxi-
mation,

ss102.402ey1 .60 eVr kT q109.17ey4 .25 eVr kT

Žin the temperature range 7208C–15008C Constable
.et al., 1992 . The conduction mechanism is predomi-

nantly by electron holes at low temperatures, but
then is superseded by magnesium vacancies at high

Ž .temperatures Schock et al., 1989 .
This equation predicts that for a pure olivine

mantle, the resistivity at 7508C should be of the
order 300,000 V m, which is far higher than ob-
served under the one region where we have an
excellent estimate of the mantle resistivity due to the
lack of any crustal conductors, the Slave craton, and

Žcrustal resistivity is in excess of 40,000 V m Jones
.et al., 1997 . The uppermost upper mantle has a

resistivity around 4000 V m, which would imply a
temperature of almost 11008C — which is clearly
unreasonable. Accordingly, the upper mantle beneath
the Slave craton cannot be pure olivine, and there

must be other constituents in the rock matrix creating
conducting pathways.

Fig. 13. Variation of melt fraction with increasing temperature in
Žthe two-phase mixture H O ice–KCl redrawn from Watanabe2

.and Kurita, 1993 .
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ŽFig. 14. Comparison of olivine laboratory temperature–conductivity data and standard models Constable and Duba, 1990; Duba et al.,
. Ž .1974; Shankland and Duba, 1990; Tyburczy and Roberts, 1990 redrawn from Constable et al., 1992 .

Laboratory studies of partially molten gabbro by
Ž . Ž .Sato and Ida 1984 and Sato et al. 1986 demon-

strate that the volume percent of connected melt
increased dramatically in the temperature range of
11278C to 12008C from undetectable to 17%. Recent

Ž .work by Tyburczy and Roberts 1990 shows that
melt composition is important for melt conductivity.

For the deep mantle, as reported above recent
Ž .work by Xu et al. 1998 demonstrate that there

should be a rapid increase in electrical conductivity
at the 410 km boundary as olivine undergoes a phase
change to wadsleyite. At 520 km there is a minor
increase as wadsleyite transforms to ringwoodite.

9. Correlation of electrical and seismic astheno-
spheres

The existence of a conductive layer within the
mantle at the same depth as the low velocity layer

corresponding to the asthenosphere was proposed 35
´ Ž .years ago independently by Adam 1963 and´

Ž .Fournier et al. 1963 . Laboratory studies demon-
strate that partial melt will have an effect on both
seismic velocities and electrical conductivity
ŽSchmeling, 1985, 1986; Watanabe and Kurita,

.1994 .
An early comparison of asthenospheric zones for

the Soviet Union, defined by regions of low velocity
and regions of high conductance, shows good spatial

Žcorrelation Fig. 15, redrawn from Alekseyev et al.,
.1977 . There has not been a systematic and critical

global comparison undertaken to date, but collocated
studies demonstrate that this correlation may be

Ž .common. Calcagnile and Panza 1987 discuss the
correlation of results obtained by inversion of sur-
face-wave dispersion data and P-wave travel time
observations with those obtained by EM studies for

Ž .Europe. Praus et al. 1990 compiled data on the MT
and seismic determination of the depth to the as-
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Ž . Ž . Ž .Fig. 15. Comparison of regions of high conductance A and low velocity zones B redrawn from Alekseyev et al., 1977 .

thenosphere in central Europe, and found good corre-
spondence between the two datasets.

One cratonic region where there is good corre-
spondence between the base of the lithosphere de-
fined electrically and seismically is the Baltic shield.

Ž .Early work by Calcagnile 1982 , using Rayleigh-
wave dispersion data, gave lithospheric thickness

variation over Fennoscandia shown in Fig. 16a. More
Ž .recent analysis by Calcagnile 1991 , using higher

modes, gave a shear wave velocity-depth profile for
Žthe path from Copenhagen to Kevo COP to KEV on

.Fig. 16a which exhibits a low velocity zone starting
at a depth of around 210"30 km and is 20–80 km

Ž .in thickness extent Fig. 16b . This model crosses a
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. Ž . Ž .Fig. 16. a Lithospheric thickness map for Fennoscandia defined by Calcagnile 1982 . b Shear wave velocity model for the path
Ž . Ž . Ž .COP-KEV Calcagnile, 1991 . c Resistivity models for regions of the Baltic shield defined by Jones 1980, 1982, 1984 and Jones et al.

Ž .1983 .

range of lithospheric thicknesses in the map of Fig.
Ž .16a, and is considered by Calcagnile 1991 to repre-

sent the average model for the Baltic shield. Resistiv-
ity-depth models derived from EM experiments for
four regions of the Baltic shield are shown in Fig.
16c, together with the ‘‘reference’’ model discussed

Ž . Ž .above REF in Fig. 16c . Models for Kiruna KIR
Ž .and Nattavaara NAT were obtained using two dif-

ferent EM methods and using different magnetic
Ž .source field morphologies. For KIR and KEV the

Ž .horizontal spatial gradient HSG approach was used
Ž .Jones, 1980, 1982, 1984 on only winter-time high-
activity magnetic field time series, whereas for NAT
Ž .and SAU the magnetotelluric method was applied
to summer-time low-activity electric and magnetic

Ž .time series Jones et al., 1983 . Although the HSG
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results have been questioned due to the possible
Žeffects of highly non-uniform source fields Osipova

.et al., 1989 , event-averaging and the analysis ap-
proach applied to the HSG data should have miti-
gated these problems. Also, the correlation of the
KIR and NAT models, given the different ap-
proaches and disparate datasets, lends credence to
their veracity. The published model for NAT was

Žobtained using a Monte-Carlo search approach Jones
.and Hutton, 1979b , and gave a lithospheric thick-

Ž .ness of 211q14ry10 km Jones et al., 1983 .
Inverting the NAT data using a modern layered
inverse method, the best model has a lithospheric
thickness of 213 km with a standard error of
q26ry23 km.

Accordingly, the average depth to the base of the
seismologically-defined Baltic shield lithosphere is
210"30 km, and the depth to the base of the
electrically-defined lithosphere beneath NAT is 213
"24 km. Whilst this remarkable correspondence of
the means is far superior than their stated errors, it is
clear that there is a statistical correlation between the
two. Also, the thinning of the lithosphere to the
edges of the Baltic shield, imaged seismically in the
map of Fig. 16a, is in agreement with the shallowing
of the depth to the electrical asthenosphere beneath
KIR and KEV and with the lack of detection of an
asthenosphere beneath SAU shallower than about

Ž150 km. Penetration at SAU is poor because of the
lower crustal conducting zone, and also because the

.response was not defined to sufficiently long periods.
MT measurements at 31 locations in central Finland
around SAU show that there is no well-developed
asthenosphere, i.e., with conductance greater than

Ž .500 S, to 300 km Korja, 1993 .

10. Conclusions

Natural-source EM studies of the continents have
contributed to our knowledge of their cratonic roots
by:
1. Defining the base of the resistive cratonic litho-

sphere.
2. Imaging the electrical asthenosphere and showing

that it correlates with the seismic upper mantle
low velocity zone.

3. Demonstrating that there must be some conduct-
ing component within the olivinerperidotite ma-
trix that is not present in oceanic mantle litho-
sphere.

4. Inferring that the continental geotherm must cross
the solidus twice to explain the limited depth
extent of the electrical asthenosphere layer.
Comparisons of the lithospheric thickness derived

seismologically and electromagnetically appear to
show good correspondence. Thus, there are likely to
be significant advances in our understanding when
collocated deep seismic and EM experiments are
performed, and their datasets jointly inverted.

There are many more contributions to be made by
Ž .deep EM studies. For example, Tozer 1979, 1981

argues that, at the microscopic level, conductivity
may be closely related to viscosity. This is highly
significant when considering lithospheric processes:
conductivity anomalies may be interpreted not only
in terms of heat flow anomalies but as zones of
possible convection and other transport phenomena.
Geometries of the lithosphere–asthenosphere bound-
ary can be imaged to provide data for geodynamic

Žmodels such as those of De Smet et al. 1998, this
.issue . Also, hypotheses regarding the lithospheric

mantle creation and development, outlined in the
Introduction, can be tested using MT data:
Hypothesis 1 The cratonic lithosphere is Ar-

chean in age and has been strongly
coupled to its crust since that time.

Test 1 The electrical anisotropy must
extend smoothly through the cra-
tonic root and be approximately
aligned with surface structures. A
more exacting test would require
that the obliquity between the
seismic and EM anisotropy direc-
tions must define the same sense
of movement as surface structures
Ž .Ji et al., 1996 hypothesis .

Hypothesis 2 The cratonic lithosphere is com-
prised of imbricate stacks formed

Žin the Archean Helmstaedt and
Schulze, 1989 model, with

.Kusky, 1993 modification .
Test 2 There will be a regional variation

in electrical anisotropy direction
and possibly in electrical parame-
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ters like conductivity or root
thickness.

Hypothesis 3 The lithosphere has been added
to the craton since the end of the
Archean by basal accretion
Ž .Thompson et al., 1996 model .

Test 3 There will be no anisotropy and
no regional variation in electrical
parameters. If either consistent
anisotropy or regional variation
are observed, then the hypothesis
can be rejected.

Hypothesis 4 The old mantle root is of limited
spatial extent and its apparent
seismically-determined size is
caused by transient cold down-

Žwelling Polet and Anderson, 1995
.model .

Test 4 There will be no consistent ani -
sotropy direction, no deep ani-
sotropy, and probably a weak
electrical signature over most of
the craton. The presence of deep
anisotropy and an extensive low
conductivity root is cause to re-
ject this hypothesis.
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